I. INTRODUCTION
The future of integrated optics will be on Silicon, interface has been demonstrated to produce the best electrical interface [5] . When investigating advanced optical designs, it is preferable to avoid any low-optical-index layer in the core of the guiding layers formed by the two bonded materials.
Additionally, any structuration included for a dedicated optical function will be preserved, thus enabling more complex optical functions to be included, thus improving the photonic integrated circuit functionality. has to be performed at a temperature at least above 500°C, in order to allow In and P atoms to move on their lattice at the atomic scale so as to re-arrange their structural lattice for matching the Si lattice.
We only consider In and P atoms since such a temperature is too low to allow any Si atom displacement. In order to avoid any oxidation at the interface during bonding, both oxide-free surfaces preparation as well as oxide-free bonding conditions are mandatory.
Both experimental procedures are described below.
We have followed the well documented oxide-free Si surface preparation [6] . First a solvent ultrasonic cleaning is performed in order to eliminate any dust that could be produced after cleaving, then the so called RCA cleaning eliminates any possible contamination and finally RF (4%) dipping during 30s, with a short 5s rinsing in DI water. The low HF concentration is chosen to prevent any surface roughness formation [6] . The short rinsing duration is preferred since a long stay in water could re produce -OR links, thus embedding 0 atoms at the interface [7] . After this desoxidation procedure, the Si surface is perfectly hydrophobic; such a deoxidized surface can be preserved during at least 30mn without any re-oxidation, thus the Si surface is prepared first [6] . 
III. BONDED WAFER CHARACTERIZATION

A. TEM analysis of the bonded interface
The bonded wafer stack is detailed in Fig.I (a)
Surface to be bonded Bonding on patterned Si surface has to be validated for an active stack including quantum wells, in order to demonstrate that this bonding technique is promising for integrated devices including an internal nanostructuration for dedicated optical functions.
